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If your home has suffered damage after a storm, give our storm damage cleanup professionals at Utah Flood
Cleanup a call at 801-416-2666 today.

Utah Flood Cleanup is a locally-owned, professional disaster cleanup service provider in Utah who
specializes in FLOOD, FIRE, and MOLD cleanup. We do not serve the insurance companies – we are the
advocate for our customer, therefore we are able to do our work to industry standards. We stringently follow the
guidelines set forth in the IICRC S-500 and S-520. We pride ourselves on not taking shortcuts to get the job done.

What is Considered Storm Damage?

In the state of Utah, residents need to be aware of and prepared for major weather systems that can cause storm
damage and in some areas flooding from rapid snowmelt that can inundate some locations with water from
swollen rivers and lakes. More commonly, it is flash flooding from violent storms which produce torrential rainfall
in a short amount of time or slow-moving thunderstorms that overwhelm the city’s storm drainage systems. The
resulting damage to your home can be substantial, as rapidly rising water can reach heights of 3 feet or more. Other
causes of storm damage:

Flooding

Heavy Rainfall

Snow

High Winds

Lightning

Mudslides
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Storm Damage Cleanup and Restoration Process: What We Do and Why

Water damage to the interior and/or exterior of homes can result from ice damming, storms, burst pipes,
and run-off flooding. Our company specializes in two professional services which will allow homeowners to
reclaim unsafe and damaged living spaces due to storm waters:

1. Home Remediation – Removing black mold and other forms of mold from homes, including visual
inspection, testing, decontamination, and disinfection.

2. Structural Restoration – Water damage restoration using specialized equipment and skilled technicians to
complete dry homes including inspection to determine the source of water, removing standing floodwater,
applying an antimicrobial solution, and using industrial air movers and dehumidifiers to evaporate water and
to dry the home’s structure.

Keep in mind, if the carpet in your home has dried, this is not an indication that your home has overcome water
damage. Most of the time carpet dries before any other building materials. The only true way to tell if something is to
dry standard is to use moisture meters.

As a legitimate mitigation company in Utah, we use Xactimate estimating software which is mandated by insurance
companies nationwide.

Utah Flood Cleanup Performs Storm Damage Cleanup, Remediation, and
Restoration Services in Utah

We restore your residential or commercial property using our storm damage restoration process – removing
standing water, drying the structural elements of your home, cleaning and disinfecting surfaces, and enlisting
specialized equipment for complicated tasks or heavily flooded areas.

We are a professional storm damage company that has been serving our Utah neighbors since 1992, offering 24/7
emergency service. We invite you to call our offices or an FREE phone consultation and an FREE inspection of
water damage incidents covered by insurance. Insurance coverage is an option most of the time depending on the
circumstances. Our company also offers affordable financing options to our clients.

Contact our storm damage remediation professionals at Utah Flood Cleanup today – we employ highly
trained restoration experts and offer a 5-year guarantee on the services we provide. As a locally owned and
operated business in Utah, we can respond immediately to your residential or commercial water damage
emergency. We can also handle your sewage removal problems, including drain backup and drain cleaning. Give us
a call at 801-416-2666.

Additional Damage Restoration Services We Provide in Utah Include:

Our Services Extend to the Following Areas in Utah:

Bountiful

Brigham City

Layton

Ogden

Park City

Provo

Roy
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Salt Lake City

Sandy

South Jordan

Tooele
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